
 
 

MODERN CODE REVIEW PERFORMANCE AND HUMAN FACTORS 
 

This briefing reports scientific evidence of      
18 studies that investigate human factors      
and their relationship to modern code      
review performance.  

 

FINDINGS 
Review performance and reviewers’ age and      
experience.  
A study on over 100,000 peer reviews from open         
source projects (Apache, Subversion, Linux Kernel,      
FreeBSD, KDE and Gnome) found that sub-system       
expertise is a good indicator for review quality        
[PR5]. This relationship has also been observed in        
Microsoft [PR14], Mozilla [OG12, HF10], Qt, and       
Openstack [OG16].  
Files reviewed by experienced reviewers showed      
also to be less vulnerable, as a study on the          
Chromium browser showed [OG8].  
A survey at Mozilla also found that reviewer        
experience is an important factor for review time        
and if a patch is accepted or rejected [HF10].  
A study on many open source projects (Android,        
LibreOffice, Openstack, QT) showed that the      
likelihood of a developer accepting a review task        
depends to a large degree on his or her familiarity          
with the code [HF1]. If only one expert exists on a           
sub-system, one strategy could be to always select        
the same reviewer to establish expertise over       
time. Another suggestion is to let senior       
developers self-select the code they are interested       
in and are competent to review.  
A study on reviews in the Eclipse, Openstack and         
QT projects investigated the influence of      
experience (both of developer and reviewer) on       
code reviews [HF6]. The findings suggest that       
contributions by new developers are not reviewed       
by experienced reviewers. Also, code from new       
developers does not receive more attention during       
review. However, code from new developers is       
less likely to be merged.  
A similar observation was made in a study on         
reviews in the Webkit and Blink open source        
projects [HF11]. Another study investigated if age       
affects reviewing performance [HF8]. The study      
compared students in their 20’s and 40’s showed        
no difference based on age or development       
experience.  
Finally, there exists some early work on harvesting        
reviewer experience through crowdsourcing the     
creation of rules and suggestions [HF12]. 
What we think: There is clear evidence that        
reviewer experience has an impact on review       
quality. This is not surprising in itself, might        
however be helpful when developing systems that       
suggest reviewers automatically. These systems     
could also make sure that reviewers get a good mix          
of reviews on familiar code and unknown code so         
that they expand their expertise over time.       
Experienced reviewers possess tacit knowledge     
that is difficult to formalize and convey to novice         
programmers. Systems that could mine this      
knowledge from reviews would be an interesting       
avenue for research.  
Review performance and reviewers’ reviewing     
patterns and focus. 
Eye tracking has been used in several studies to         
investigate how developers review code.     
Researchers found that a particular eye      
movement, the scan pattern, is correlated with       
defect detection speed [HF2, HF3, HF5]. In the        
scan pattern, the reviewer first reads briefly the        
code from top to bottom and then focuses on         

particular portions. The more time the developer       
spends on scanning, the more efficient is the        
defect detection [HF3]. Based on these results,       
researchers have also stipulated that reviewing      
skill and defect detection capability can be       
deduced from eye movement [HR7]. 
What we think: Eye tracking is an interesting        
approach to study how code reviewers perform       
their task. It would be interesting to study if IDEs or           
code review tools could be adapted to support the         
scanning pattern. Until such support exists, a       
sensible recommendation would be that novice      
reviewers should first read the whole code, to get         
an overview, and then focus on individual parts. 
Review performance and reviewers’ workload. 
The impact of workload on code reviews has been         
investigated from two perspectives. First, a study       
on the Mozilla project found that workload       
(measured in pending review requests) negatively      
impacts review quality in terms of bug detection        
effectiveness [OG12]. Second, a study crossing      
several open source projects (Android, LibreOffice,      
Openstack, QT) found that workload (measured in       
concurrent and remaining review tasks) negatively      
impacts the likelihood that the reviewers accepts a        
new review invitation [HF1]. 
What we think: While both findings are not        
surprising, the studies provide some compelling      
evidence that reviewer workload must be      
considered when distributing reviewing tasks. Since      
these studies were conducted in open source       
projects, it would be interesting if the findings hold         
true also in closed source software development.  
Review performance and reviewers’ social     
interactions. 
Code reviews have been studied with different       
theoretical lenses on social interactions. A study       
on the Android, Openstack and QT open source        
projects used social network analysis to model       
reviewer relationships and found that the most       
active reviewers are at the center of peer review         
networks [OG2].  
Another study, again looking at reviews from       
Openstack and QT, used the snowdrift game (a        
game similar to the famous prisoners dilemma) to        
model the motivations of developers participating      
in code reviews [OG6]. They describe two       
motivations: (i) a reviewer has a motive of        
choosing a different action (review, not review)       
from the other reviewer, and (ii) a reviewer        
cooperates with other reviewers when the benefit       
of review is higher than the cost.  
Finally, a study on the Mozilla project found that         
past participation in reviews on a particular       
subsystem is a good predictor for accepting future        
review invitations [HF1]. Other factors, such as       
code authoring experience, and familiarity     
between the reviewer and the patch author, also        
play a role in the decision of accepting review         
invitations. 
What we think: Using game and social network        
theory on the peer relationships of code reviewers        
and developers is an interesting angle. We are        
curious how these results can be used to support         
practical decision making, e.g., when planning for       
expertise redundancy or matching reviewers. 
Review performance and reviewers’    
understanding of each other's code. 
A study on the reviews in the Android project         
investigated if reviewers’ confusion can be      
detected by humans and if a classifier can be         
trained to detect reviewers’ confusion in review       
comments [HF9]. The study defines confusion in       
seven categories: hedges, probables and     
hypotheticals representing indirect expressions of     

uncertainty; questions requesting a solution; I      
statements and nonverbals describing direct     
psychological expression of uncertainty; and meta      
capturing the discussion of uncertainty. While      
humans are quite capable of detecting confusion,       
automated detection is still challenging. 
What we think: Knowing when code and code        
reviews could lead to misunderstandings is a       
powerful decision aid that can be used to train         
developers and reviewers. Recognizing confusion in      
reviews could also be useful to direct the attention         
of experienced reviewers that could help to clarify        
the situation. 
Review performance and reviewers’ perception     
of code and review quality. 
A survey study conducted among reviewers in the        
Mozilla project identified factors that determine      
their perceived quality of code and code reviews        
[HF10]. High quality reviews provide clear and       
thorough feedback, in a timely manner, by a peer         
with a supreme knowledge of the code base,        
strong personal and interpersonal qualities.     
Challenges to achieve high quality reviews are of        
technical (familiarity with the code, coping with       
code complexity, suitable tool support) and      
personal (time management, technical skills and      
context switching) nature. 
What we think: This study provides a snapshot of a          
particular context (an open source project). It       
would be interesting to study whether and how        
tradeoffs among code and review quality aspects       
are handled differently in other contexts. 
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